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Abstract. Adapt to the global strategy of the state, the paper builds a geospatial information service platform with a global coverage, high resolution, multi-subject, and the national global strategy formulation and implementation, to provide the fusion and strategic decision-making ability of massive dynamic global geospatial information, and provide an independent global geospatial information base for the country's global strategy development, deployment and the national life. To solve the limitations of system performance, stability, expansibility, etc. of the traditional single node architecture of geospatial information service with mass data storage, multi-user concurrent access, through cloud computing of the fusion of the collection computer cluster technology, data storage technology and high-performance network services, the paper achieves association and search services of massive geospatial information, and provides the basis for establishing a geospatial information service platform with the global coverage, high resolution, multi-subject and adapt to the global strategy formulation and implementation.

Introduction

Adapt to the global strategy of the state, we need a geospatial information service platform with a global coverage, high resolution, multi-subject, and the national global strategy formulation and implementation, to provide the fusion and strategic decision-making ability of massive dynamic global geospatial information, and provide an independent global geospatial information base for the country's global strategy development, deployment and the national life [1,2]. So we begin to research the association and search service of massive geospatial information to establish a geospatial information service platform with the global coverage, high resolution, and multi-subject and adapt to the global strategy formulation and implementation through cloud computing of the fusion of the collection computer cluster technology, data storage technology and high-performance network services [3].

System Architecture and Technology

The data scale of global mass spatial data services to meet small and medium scale processing of spatial data ranges from GB or TB-level scale to dozens of TB, hundreds of TB and PB grade scale. Building a global mass spatial data service cluster, eliminating mass spatial data storage and high performance bottleneck of the spatial information service, achieving high-performance spatial information services [4]. The overall technical routes as shown in Figure 1.
Massive place names and addresses are associated with map, to resolve the addresses association with an address spatial position, realize space search problem of address data. Uses the standard address space database and address global unified address space resources spatial database, database, address acquisition, address updates, database management services, sharing five features such as Exchange and operational monitoring [5]. The operation and maintenance process as shown in Figure 2.

Combining multiple computers by Computer Supported Cooperative Work, acquires far more high performance than a single server on storage, calculation, and the limits of capacity. Because cluster by working together to obtain high performance also led cluster system has a complex and complicated procedures, algorithms, complex problems [6].

HA clusters from the perspective of system stability, addressing cluster node failure failed
takeover and failover in case of problems. HA clusters are used for critical databases, file sharing, software applications, network services, and other areas.

LB through the load balancer integrates back-end nodes, forming a giant virtual computer. Load balancer to collect and monitor the load on the back-end nodes (CPU load, network load, disk load, etc.) LB cluster is typically used for high user access to database and Web server load.

Through the design of parallel algorithms for specific HPC cluster, part to break large tasks into subtasks, assign to calculate multiple compute nodes at the same time, shorten calculation time needed to solve the whole problem. Unlike LB cluster tasks of HPC cluster correlation between child tasks, are not entirely independent. HPC can break through the performance limits of a single computer, to solve the bottleneck of a single high-end computer system.

Data storage is the basic technology of information systems. In recent years, along with the rapid development of Internet technology, rapid data accumulation and rapid data growth problem her promote the development of data storage technology. Common data storage technologies including disk array technology (Redundant Array of Independent Disks, RAID), direct-attached storage technologies (Direct Attached Storage, DAS), network storage (Network Attached Storage, NAS), storage area network (Storage Area Network, SAN), as well as distributed storage technology.

By via RAID Controller (Hardware, Software) , combining RAIDs into a single large-capacity hard drives, data mirroring, data striping technology, spreading the data on the disks in the RAID. RAID breaks through single disk volume limitation, implementing a virtual high-capacity disk. DAS connects directly with the server. I/O requests are sent directly to the storage device. This way is used for alone or two small clusters of servers. NAS uses file access protocols (for example, NFS, CIFS) to access the data based on server through the TCP/IP network. SAN uses Fibre Channel Protocol (Fiber Channel, referred to as FC), solves the underlying transport protocol-layer protocol is still using the SCSI protocol.

Distributed storage is a P2P based distributed storage, and the other is cluster storage. Distributed Google File System storage solutions include distributed file systems, and Google BigTable a distributed database system.

Web service of high performance mainly solved the performance bottleneck in web service, and achieved web service of high performance through extending the storage, transfer and computing resources. Cooperative work of multiple cluster nodes to improve the whole performance of system, and heart rate monitoring technology to monitor the operation of the cluster nodes, and the failure takeover technology to implement the failure node storage and the transfer of computing, ensured that the services still ran well under the case of the node failure. Cloud computing realized the virtualization of the server through virtualization technology, which can provide vast amounts of data storage, computing and service resources.

**Geospatial Information Matching Engine**

The framework of address library system is divided into three layers, namely, application layer, service layer and data layer. Application layer mainly provides for specific business application systems of related industries address, including portal system and address application management template sets, and the service interface for all kinds of business application based on the system. Service layer is responsibility to realize the "high cohesion and loose coupling" of the system, using coarse-grained remote interface to minimize communications between presentation layer and business layer, including service sets, tool sets and core functional components. Among them, tool sets contain data management and data mining tools and operational management system; the address data management and collection subsets constitute the core functional components, and each subset is made up a number of components. Data layer includes data storage and data services, including the two entities of standard address geospatial database, address resources database. As shown in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3. Geospatial information matching engine technology flow chart

Address matching engine of the service layer was developed using natural language reasoning algorithm with heuristic strategy, and knowledge (address elements relationship) was stored using the implicit memory to solve the problem with implicit graph search method. In order to reduce the size of the search, backward inference strategy was used. The core of intelligent matching is reasoning based on the knowledge and finding the optimal solution in knowledge base. The knowledge base of the algorithm refers to the address database. The final result of knowledge reasoning process using depth first strategy is a path from a root node to a leaf node. Because the address database records the pointer (the parent node id) from child nodes to parent nodes, the complexity of the depth first search is significantly reduced, which only need to find the local path of the current child node as the starting point and the parent node as the end. If the path exists, then it shows the transfer from the parent node to the current node is successful, and deep search can continue; but if the path does not exist, exception handling needs to do, as shown in Figure 4.

Fig. 4. Geospatial information matching algorithm process
Prototype system mainly includes the function modules of management of the place name dictionary library, address sample training, and the visual matching. The management module of place name dictionary library is used to manage place name dictionary, solving the editing problems of the address resolution thesaurus; the module of address sample training for training model parameters, resolves the training of the address type annotation model (HMM); the visualization module of matching is used to the interactive match, and retains the corresponding geographic coordinates of the address using the address matching algorithm based on natural language understanding, and visually displays them in the map, as shown in Figure 5. By the address matching performance tests of Beijing, Lhasa and Puyang, the results are shown in Table 1.

**Conclusions**

The traditional geospatial information service architecture consists of single-node application server and database. To solve the limitations of system performance, stability, expansibility, etc. of the traditional single node architecture of geospatial information service with mass data storage, multi-user concurrent access, through cloud computing of the fusion of the collection computer cluster technology, data storage technology and high-performance network services, the paper...
achieves association and search services of massive geospatial information, and provides the basis for establishing a geospatial information service platform with the global coverage, high resolution, multi-subject and adapts to the global strategy formulation and implementation.
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